The WS Combo offers all the advantages which are already taken for granted for Glatt.

Safety at the highest level.
The PRO concept from Glatt. Unrivalled 12 bar design!

Low machine tower weight.
High-strength stainless steel allows the weight to be drastically reduced by up to 50%, which both your installation and operating personnel will appreciate.

Professional service.
Local presence worldwide.

Fluid bed systems

- Vertical granulators
- Pan coaters
- Product handling
- Process and factory planning
- Services

Glatt technology - Future today.
Technological expertise from Glatt gives you the decisive edge in a hard competitive environment by providing the utmost efficiency, reliability and productivity. Innovative solutions can be provided for all Glatt areas of expertise.

It's your choice.

3 process inserts.
For drying, granulating and particle coating.

The all-around insert:
Drying, granulating and coating with the unique Combo container. Top and bottom spray.

The specialist:
Particle coating in the ingenious original Wurster HS.

The maximizer:
Drying and top spray granulation with high-volume product container.

Typically Glatt!
The new WS Combo from Glatt offers you maximum flexibility for your selected process engineering while maintaining top performance thanks to our latest technical innovations.

Unique:
The WS Combo concept.
One machine for all processes – easily converted from top to bottom spray within a few minutes.

Clever:
Save instead of doing without.
With the WS Combo, you only invest in processes which you really need at the time. Anything can be easily retrofitted for future requirements.

New:
The Glatt blow-back filter system.
Continuous filter cleaning, larger filter surface, easy filter changes. A wide variety of filter media are available, including the proven filter bonnet.

Unrivalled flexibility!

The best technology.

Be it Wurster inserts for the Combo container, dedicated process inserts, top spray nozzles or different filter media – everything is state-of-the-art technology. Anything you need in the future can be retrofitted at any time.

Optimized:
The Glatt SL single-arm spray nozzle for top spray processes.
Unique handling, exceptionally robust and reliable with minimized weight.

Innovative:
The Glatt LD spray nozzle for bottom spray processes.
The “extreme” spray nozzle: extremely light weight, extremely easy to handle, extremely easy to clean, extremely reliable, all with extremely high spraying performance, extremely … the Glatt way!

Practical:
The lower plenum of the system swivels.
The lower portion of the machine tower can be easily swivelled to the side for quick filter changes or for cleaning.